
BEFORE THE STATE OF FLORIDA 

FLORIDA HOUSING FINANCE CORPORATION 


TOWN PARK CROSSING, L.P., 


FHFC No. 1.01 /) ~ ol!lUt.PelitionerI 

vs. Application No.2009-255C 

flORIDA HOUSING FINANCE 
CORPORATION, 

Respondent. 

AMENDED PETITIOH.. FOR ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING 

Pursuant to Section 120.569 and .57, Florida Statutes IF .S.) and Rule 67

48.005(5), Florida Administrative Code W.A.c.), Petitioner, TOWN PARK CROSSING, 

l.P. (UTPC"I requests on administrative hearing to challenge FLORIDA HOUSING 

FINANCE CORPORATION's ("Florida Housing") scaring aelions concerning Universal 

Cycle Application No. 2009-144C, 2D09-146C, 2009-097C, 2009-121 CH and 2009

123C. In support of this Petition, TPC provides as fallows: 

1. TPC is a Florida limited partnership with its address at 8380 Resource Drive, 

West Palm Beach, Florida 33404. TPC is in the business 01 providing affordable rental 

housing units. 

2. Florida Housing is the state agency delegated the authority and responsibility 

for administering and awarding funds pursuant to Chapter 420, F.S., and Rules 67-21 and 

67-48, F.A.C. 
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Nature of thjLControvllrsj': 

3. On August 20, 2009, TPC applied 10 Florida Housing for funding pursuant 10 

the low Income Housing Tax Credil Program IUHTC). The purpose of the requesled funds 

was to finance the construction of a 100 unit affordable housing aparlment complex in 

Davie, Florida, named Town Park Crossing. 

4. Pursuant to section 420.5099, Florida Sialutes, florida Housing is the 

designated 'housing credit agency" for the Siale of Florida and administers Florido's low. 

income housing tax credit program. Through fhis program, Florida Housing allocates 

florida's annuallixad pool of federal tax credits to developers of affordable housing. 

5. The tax credits allocated annually to each state are awarded by state 

"housing credit agencies" to single-purpose applicant entities created by real estate 

developers to develop specific multi-family housing projects. An applicant entily will Ihen 

sell this ten-year stream of tax credils, Iypically to a 'syndicator," with the sale proceeds 

generating much of the funding necessary for development and construction of the project 

The equily produced by this sale of tax credits in turn reduces the amount of long-term debt 

required for the project, making it possible to operate the project at rents that are affordable 

to low-income and very-low-income tenants. 

6. The United Slates Congress has crealed a program, governed by Seclion 42 

of the Internal Revenue Code ('IRC"), by which federal income tax credits are allotted 

annually to each state on a per capito basis to encouroge privo", developers to build and 

operate affordable low-income housing for families. These tax credits entirle the holder to a 
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dollar-for-dollar reduction in the holder's federal tax liability, which can be taken for up to 

ten years if the project continues to satisly alilRC requirements. 

7. Because Florida Housing's available pool of federal tax credits each year is 

limited, qualified projects must compele for this Funding. To assess the relative merits of 

proposed projects, Florida Housing has established a competitive application process 

pursuant 10 Chapler 67-48, FAC. Specifically, Florida Housing's application process for 

2009, as set fonh in Rules 67-48.002-.005, FAC., involves !he follOWing: 

{a} 	 The publication and adoption by rule of on application 
package; 

(b) 	 The completion and submission of applications by developers; 

Ic) 	 Florida Housing's preliminary scoring of applications; 

Id) 	 An initial round of administrative challenges in which an 
applicant may take issue with Florida Housing's scoring of 
another application by filing a Notice of Possible Scoring Error 
l"NOPSE,,), 

leI 	 Florida Housing's consideration of the NOPSEs submitted, with 
notice to applicants of any resulting change in their preliminary 
scores; 

(ij 	 An opportunity for !he applicant to submit additional materials 
to Florida Housing to "cure'l any items for which the applicant 
received less than the maximum score; 

Ig) 	 A second round of administrative challenges whereby an 
applicant may raise scoring issues arising from another 
applicant's cure motorials by filing a Notice of Alleged 
Deficiency ('NOAD"); 
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(hi 	 Florida Housing's consideratian of the NOADs submiHed, with 
notice to applicants of any resulting change in their scores; 

(il 	 An opportunily for applicants to challenge, via informal or 
formal administrative proceedings, Florida Housing's evaluation 
of any item for which the applicant received less than the 
maximum score; and 

Iii 	 Final scores, ranking, and allocation of tax credit funding to 
applicants through the adoption of final orders. 

8. At the completion of this process a Final Score is assigned Ia each 

Application. Based on these Final Scores, and a series of Tie Breakers, Applications are 

then ranked. Funds are awarded to applicants starting with applicable preferences and 

set asides and the highesl scoring applicants, until the available funds are exhausted. 

Applicants compete for funds, in large part, against other applicants in the same county 

size group, and against other applicants seeking to provide housing to the some 

demographic group. TPC is an applicant for Development in the Large County 

Geographic Set·Aside. 

TPC'5 Application 

9. Based on 0 review of Florida Housing's Final Ranking dated February 26, 

2010, TPC received a final score of 70 out of a possible 70 points for ils application. 

TPC received 6.0 Ability·To-Proceed and 7.5 Proximity Tie-Sreaker points, and was 

deemed to have passed threshold. This score would place TPC in the funding range in 

the large County Geographic Set·Aside, but for Florida Housings scoring of Applications 

2OO9-144C, 2009·146C, 2009-097C, 2009-121CH and 2oo9-123C. florida 
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Housing's scoring actions concern whether the development sites for Application 2009· 

144C, 2009·1 46C, 2009-097C, 2009·121 CH and 2009·123C are "scattered sites" as 

that lerm is defined by Rule 67-48,002(106], F.AC., and whether 2009·123C has a 

funding shortfall which was not corrected, 

10, As will be explained more fully below, Florida Housing's scoring actions in 

those cases, spe<:ificoUy how all ".scattered sites" cases were resolved uniformly, even 

though the facts were not the same in each case, is erroneous. 

Substantial Interests Affected 

II, As on applicant for funds allocated by Florida Housing, TPC's substantial 

interests are adversely affected by the scoring decisions here, The final scoring octions of 

Florida Housing resulted in TPC's application being displaced from the funding range for 

Large County Developments, Since the purpose of the tox credit program in general is to 

prOVide funding to developers of apartment projects for low income residents, then TPC's 

interests are adversely and substantially affected by the loss of funding, Indeed, without 

the requested funding, TPC's ability to provide much needed affordable housing units will 

be severely jeopardized, 

~corin9 Issue 

12, The Universal Application at Pori III asks on applicant to provide 

information concerning the proposed development. SpeCifically, 01 Port III, Section 

A.2,b" the Application requires the Applicant to disclose whether the proposed project 

site is a Hscattered site." If 0 site is a scattered site, then documentation, including 
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availability of infrostructure, environmental assessments, etc., for each designated site is 

required. 

Application # 2009-144C 

13. In its original submiHal, Application 2009-1MC, Dr. Kennedy Homes, 

indicated that its project site WOs not a itscaHered site" and submitted documentation 

accordingly. Florida Housing scored the site a, a 'ingle site in the preliminary ,coring 

round. In re'ponse to a NOPSE however Florida Housing found as follows: 

Based on inFormation provided by 0 NOPSE, it appears that the 
Development site is divided one or more easements and thus 
meets the definition of IIscattered sites" (see subsection 67w 
48.0021106), F.AC). The Applicant failed to correctly answer 
the question at Part 1l1.A2.b of the Application. 

14. In a cure, the Applicant submitted various documents to address the 

""scattered sites" issue. After conducting its final review of the Application, cures and all 

applicable NOADS, Florida Housing maintained its prior position that the development 

site was a "scattered site "and found as follows: 

In its cure materials for Items 2S, 5S, lOS, II S, IT through 9T, 
1 A through 6A, 1 C and 2C, the Applicant provided an affidavit 
from a licensed surveyor and various documents in an effort to 
demonstrate that the existing easements do not make the 
proposed Development site a Scattered Site, However, 
documentation and on affidavit from a licensed surveyor 
provided by a NOAD support the original determination that the 
site is divided by one or more easements and thus meets the 
definition of "scattered sites", 

15. As 0 result of a challenge filed by the Applicant, Florida Housing has now 

subsequently changed its position to conclude that the development site is not 0 "scailered 
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,ite," Thi' change in position allows Application No, 2009·144C to be ranked in the 

funding range ahead of TP(, While TPC 01,0 benefited from a Florida Housing 

concession concerning 0 'tscattered site" Issue, the facts involving 'he Ehlinger application 

are not the some as with Application No, 2009·144C. 

Application # ,;!009·I 46C 

16, In ils original submittal, Application 2009·146C, Ehlinger Apartments 

indicated that its project site was not a "scattered site" and submitted documentation 

accordingly. Florida Housing scored the site as a single site in the preliminary scoring 

round. In re'pon,e to a NOPSE however Florida Housing found as follows: 

Based on informalion provided by a NOPSE, it appear> that the 
Development site is divided one or more easements and thus 
meets the definition of Ifscattered silesll lsee subsection 67· 
48,002(106), F.A.C), The Applicant foiled to correctly answer 
the que,tion at Port 1II.A.2,b 01 the Application, 

17, In a cure, the Applicant ,ubmiHed variou, document, to address the 

n,cattered ,ite," issue, Aher conducting its final review of the Application, cures and all 

applicable NOADS, Florida Housing maintained its prior position that the Ehlinger ,ite 

wo, 0 ,cottered ,ite and found 0' follows: 

In its cure materials for Item, 2S, 5S, lOS, 11 S, 11 through n, 
1 A through 6A, 1C and 2C, the Applicant prOVided an offidavit 
from a Ifcensed surveyor and various documents in an effort to 
demonstrate fhal fhe existing easements do not make the 
proposed Development site a Scattered Site, However/ 
documentation and an affjdavit From a licensed surveyor 
provided by a NOAD support the original determination that the 
site is divided by one or more easements and thus meets the 
definition of "scattered sites"" 
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18. As a result of a challenge filed by the Applicant, Florida Housing has now 

subsequently changed its position to conclude that the development site is not a "scattered 

site." This change in position allows Application No. 2009-146C to be ranked and is 

also ahead ofTPC in the ranking. 

Application # 2009·097C 

19. In its original application, the Applicant, lodges of Pinellas Park, indicated 

thot its site was not a "scattered site# and submitted documentation accordingly. Florida 

Housing scored the site as a single site in the preliminary scoring round. 

20. As allowed by the Universal Cycle process, a NOPSE was filed by a 

competing applicant claiming that the site was a "scattered site". Aft.r conducting its 

preliminary review 01 the Application and all NOPSEs, Florida Housing, as to the 

"scattered sites" issue, found as follows: 

Based on inlormation provided by a NOPSE, it appears that the 
Development site is divided by one or more easements and thus 
meets the definition of "scattered sites" Isee subsection 67
48.002(106), FAe). The 2009 Universal Application 
instructions require thot site pion approval be demonstrated for 
all sites if the proposed Development consists of II scattered sites". 
Although sile plan approval has been demonstrated for the site 
located at 6721 Pork Boulevard, it has not been demonstrated 
for the other sitels). 

21. In response to Florida Housing's preliminary scoring decision J the applicant 

provided cure documents, including an affidavit ~om a licensed surveyor that explained 

why the proposed development site was not a scattered site. 
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22. In respanse to the Cures and a NOAD which raised the scaHered site issue, 

Florida Housing on December 3,2009, concluded as follows: 

In it, cure materials for Items 25, 55, lOS, 11 S, 4T, 5T, 7T 
through 13T, 1A through 6A, 1 P, 2P, 5P and 6P, the Applicant 
provided an affidavit from a licen,ed surveyor and variou, 
documents in an effort to demon,trate that the proposed 
Development ,ite is not divided by the utility easement However, 
documentation and affidavit, from two (2) licensed surveyors 
provided by a NOAD support the original determination that the 
site is divided by an easement and thus meets the definition of 
"scattered sites lf 

• 

23. As a result of a challenge filed by the Applicant, Florida Housing conceded 

that the scattered site issue without need for hearing, This change in position allows 

Application No. 2009'()97C to be ranked ahead of TK. 

Application # 2009-121 CH 

24. In its original application, the Applicant indicated that its site was not a 

"scanered site" and submitted documentation accordingly. Florida Housing scored the 

site as a single site in the preliminary scoring round, 

25. As allowed by the Universal Cycle process, 0 NOPSE was filed by a 

competing applicant claiming that the site was a "scattered siten 
. 

26. After conducting its preliminary review of the Application and all NOPSE" 

Florida Housing, as io the /Jscattered sitesH issue, found as follows: 

Based on information provided by a NOPSE, it appears that the 
Development site is divided by a street and thus meets the 
definition of ",coHered ,ites" (see subsection 67-48.00211061, 
FAe.). 
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27. In re.ponse to Florida Housing'. preliminary scaring decision, the applicant 

provided cure documents, including an affidavit from a licensed surveyor that explained 

why the proposed development .ite was not a .caffered sife. 

2B. In respon.e to the Cures and a NOAD which raised the scaffered site issue, 

Florida Housing on December 3, 2009, concluded as follows; 

In its cure materials for Items IS, 25, 35, 55, 8S, lOS, liS, 5T, 
IT, 9T through 18T, 1 A through 6A, 1 P, 2P, 5P and 6P, the 
Applicant provided an affidavit from a licensed surveyor 
concerning the abandonment of Mayfair Village Road by the Cily 
of Jocksonville. However, documentation and an affidavit from a 
licensed surveyor provided by a NOAD demonstrates that 
although the road was vacated and abandoned as a public road 
by Ordinance No. 95·1032-593, the ordinance provided that 
'there is hereby reserved unto the Cily of Jacksonville a 
perpetual, unobstructed easement for all public ufilities ... , over, 
under, through and aero" the properly .. !' Thus, even though 
the road was vacated, the development site nevertheless remains 
divided by the easement reserved over that same properly by the 
City, Because it is divided by an easementj the site meets the 
definition of 5caijered Sites. 

29. As a result of a challenge filed the Applicant, Florida Housing conceded 

fhat the scaftered site issue without need for hearing. This change in position allows 

Application No. 2009·121 CH to be ranked ahead oITPe 

30. It is important to recognize that this petition addresses four cases that were 

all decided based on an identical issue - the interpretation of the "scattered sites" 

definition in Florida Housing's rules. When Final Scores were released on December 3/ 

2009, each of the above applications failed threshold requirements and did not achieve 
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maximum scores in several areas for a single reason. The reason, given by Florida 

Housing in the final scoring summaries for each development, was as follows: 

Based on information provided by a NOPSE (or NOADj, it appears that the 
Development site is divided by one or more easements and thus meets fhe 
definition of n scaltered sites" Isee subsection 67-48.002(106), F .A.c.). 

31. Each applicant filed petmons with Florida Housing seeking an 

administrative hearing concerning Florida Housing's determination that the rule 67

48.0021106) (the nscanered sites rulen, applied to their Applications. Before each 

scheduled hearing took place, Florida Housing's anorney entered into a Consent 

Agreement with anorneys for each Applicant. In each of the Consent Agreements, 

florida Housing reversed its earlier scoring decision and determined that there were in 

fact easements on each development site but that the easements did not "divide" the 

property. 

32. Each of the Consent Agreements was presented to the Florida Housing 

Board of Directors on February 26, 2010. tn each case, Florida Housing entered a Final 

Order adopting the Stipulated Findings of Fact and Stipulated Conclusions of Law in the 

Consent Agreements and determined that each Applicant had received" perfect score, 

ach ieved maximum ability to proceed tie-breaker points, and maximvm proximity tie

breaker points. 

33. TPC also benefited from a Consent Agreement and believes based on its 

particular facts that Florida Housing acted correctly in entering inla the Cansent 
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Agreement and reversing the final scoring decision concerning the IIscattered sites" rule 

a. to TPC. However, fIl. facts do not .upport Ihe resull in the olher cases. Nor do the 

facts suppart Florida Housing's actions in basically conceding all "scattered siles" cases. 

34. The Petition in this cos. is being filed because compeling Applicanls in the 

2009 Universal Cycle have mode clear that they intend to challenge, and in fact hove 

challenged Florida Housing's decision to enter into file Consent Agreements relaling to 

the "scattered sites" rule inferpretotion and to issue Final Orders odopting those 

agreements through the ofller aher-tha.fact challenge process. 

35. If Ihose Applicanls ore successful in challenging Florida Housing's 

interpretation of the IIscattered sites" rule in one or more of the Consent Agreements and 

Final Orders, then they will be in funding range. This is especially true given thaI Florida 

Housing has apparently again conceded all "scattered sites" challenges in Ihe after~he-

fact proceedings. TPC wishes to obtain the some benefit of Ihat ultimate agency action. 

Th. only way to accomplish that objective is by filing this Petition. 

36, With the above explanation, Florida Housing's scoring decisions orB 

erroneous. The Easements in Ihe above referenced Applications, do divide the 

development sites and fall squarely within the definition of Rule 67-48.0021106), FA.C., 

which defines ""Scattered Site," for a single Development as follows: 

Means a developmenl consisting of real property in the some county 
Ii) any par! of which is not contiguous I"non-conliguous parts") or Iii) 
any port of which is divided by a street or easemenl I"divided 
parIs") and liii) i! is readily apparent from the proximity of the non
conliguous parts or the divided parts of the real property, chain of 
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tille or other information available to Ihe Corporalion (Florida 
Housing) that the non-contiguous paris or the divided ports of the 
rea! property ore port of a common or related scheme of 
development. /I 

37. Part III Section A2.b. of the Florida Housing Application Instructions for the 

2009 Universal Cycle (the "Instructions")' which are incorporated into Rule 67· 

48.002( 106), FAC by reference, states 

If the Developmenl will consisl of "scattered sites", for each of the 
non-canliguous parts or divided ports ["sites"l, proVide behind a Tab 
labeled "Exhibit 20", the Address, 10101 number of units, and 
latitude and longitude coordinates, determined in degrees, minutes 
and s.conds truncated alter one decimal place, located anywhere 
on the site. If requesting Competilive HC, for the site where the tie 
breaker Measurement Point is located, only the Address and total 
number of unils is required. This information should be provided 
behind a tab labeled "Exhibit 20". If the Applicanl indicates Ihat 
the proposed Development will consist of "scaHered sites", but fail, 
to prOVide the required information for each of the sites, the 
Application will Fail threshold. 

MMRB & HC Applications - To be eligible to apply as a 
Developmenl with ',caHered sites', a part of the boundary of each 
site must be located within'" mile of the site with the most units. 

38. The Easements when combined with other easements clearly divides the 

property as explained in the NOPSE's NOADS aHached to this Petition as Exhibit C 

Application # 2oo9-123C 

39. Because the Applicant did not properly cure the equity commitment 

deficiency identi~ed by Florida Housing at preliminary scoring, a construction and 

permanent financing shortfall remains which should have resulted in a threshold failure. 

The Applicant has commiHed 10 sell more of its partnership Ihan it actually owns. The 
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issue was identified by Florido Housing in the Preliminary Scoring Summory Report for 

Progres:so Point, which stated: liThe Application hos a consfruction financing shortfall of 

$13,211,469" and "The Application has a permanent Financing shortfall of 

$1 3,211,469." The Instruction. provide that" [t)he percentage of credit. proposed to be 

purcha.ed mu.t be equal to or less than the percentage of ownership intere.t held by rhe 

limired partner or member." Instruc~ons, p. 74 (Pori V.D.2.(b). 

40. The issue i. the Application was reiterated in a NOAD. Because of the 

inconsistency between Applicant!s equity commitment letter and its ownership interests, its 

housing <redil equity cannot be considered as a source of financing. Thus, the .horrlall. 

persi.t, and the Application should have failed threshold. 

WHEREFORE, TPC requests that it be granted on administrative proceeding to 

contest Florida Housing's erroneous scoring decisions, To the extent there are disputed 

issue. of fact, this maner should be forwarded to the Division of Admini.tra~ve Heerings. 

Ultimately, TPC reque.ts the entry of 0 Recommended and Finol Order which finds that: 

Florida Housing's .coring decision os to Application No. 2009-144C, No. 2009-146C, 

No. 2009-097C, 2009-12lCH ond 2009-123C and were erroneous and bur for those 

erroneous scoring decision. TPC would hove been Funded. TPC would 01.0 request that it 
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..c----

be funded from the next available allocation 

Respectfully submitted, 
~~7 

~----

Michael p, Donaldson 
Fl Bar No. 0802761 
CARLTON FIELDS, PA 
P,O, Drawer 190 
215 5, Monroe 51., Suile 500 
Tallahassee, Fl 32302 
Telephone: {8S01 224·1585 
Facsimile: (SSO) 222-0398 

Counsel for Applicant 

CERTIFICAIE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the original of the foregoing has been filed by Hand 
Delivery with the Agency Clerk, Florida Housing Finance Corporation, 227 N, Bronough 
Street, Suite 5000, Tallahassee, Fl32301; and a copy furnished to Wellington H. 
Meffert, II, Esq" Florida Housing Finance Corporation, 227 N. Bronough 51., Suite 5000, 
Tallahassee, Fl32301, this 23"" doy of April, 2010. 

:-::-::::-:-:--::-:~-=-=-'':-: -.-.-~
MICHAEL p, DONALDSON 
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